Cargo Restraint &
Protection Systems
Proponent is an exclusive partner for AmSafe Bridport’s products for
Airbus, Sukhoi SJ and Embraer E2 aircraft, and distribution partner
for their entire line of cargo restraint and protection systems.

Your Partner in
Aerospace Distribution
Proponent.com

AmSafe Bridport - Centuries of Quality
AmSafe Bridport was formed from a centuries-long tradition in 1979, and today has become recognized
as a trusted name in aerospace textiles that provide cargo management, smoke protection, fire protection
and thermal management. Proponent is proud to bring our reputation for quality, competitive pricing and
product available as AmSafe Bridport’s exclusive distributor for many of their platform-specific products,
and a distribution partner for their complete line of cargo nets and aircraft accessories.
The below products are safety-critical that should be well-maintained and replaced based on condition
or when mandated by the CMM's.

BULK-HOLD BAGGAGE
NETS
AmSafe Bridport’s bulkhold baggage nets prevent
baggage and other
payloads from moving
during flight. Specified
as original equipment on
many commercial and
regional aircraft, the nets
are easy to remove for
loading and unloading
cargo and baggage, and
manufactured for durability
and performance.

SMOKE BARRIER

9G BARRIER NETS

AmSafe Bridport’s fire and
smoke barriers prevent
smoke and flames from
passing from a plane’s
cargo area into its aircrew
compartment. Specified
as new in many aircraft,
AmSafe Bridport has
continually improved on
their barriers, as new
materials and processes
become available. Today’s
barriers include innovative
features like rapid
decompression panels,
viewing ports and complete
smoke and fire penetration
protection.

AmSafe Bridport’s bulkhold baggage nets prevent
baggage and other
payloads from moving
during flight. Specified
as original equipment on
many commercial and
regional aircraft, the nets
are easy to remove for
loading and unloading
cargo and baggage, and
manufactured for durability
and performance.

Our Promise to You
Short Lead Times l On-Hand Stock l Technical Support

Contact Us
For technical support or questions regarding available AmSafe Bridport products
and accessories, you can contact a member from our team at:
support@proponent.com

